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We are extraordinarily lucky to live in the United States at this time:Unparalleled health for mostRelatively large wealthStandard of living is enormous by historical standards (compare 100 years ago; 300 years ago to Scotland, say)Security is high (Pinker’s book on decrease in violence)This wealth was created by research:Much applied research gave us incremental advances in agriculture, medicine, tools, & machineryBasic research created a paradigm shift in our understanding of nature:Electro-magnetismQuantum mechanicsExamples from QM:Transistors and solid-state electronicsUnderstanding molecules, DNA, ultimately geneticsLasersNuclear energyWe are free from most existential threats to our society:Defense industry second to noneWeapons that would prevent a wholescale invasion as we worried about just a few decades agoNational security will rely on brains over brawn:- New threats are guessed but not known: cyber, biological, rogue statesOur strategic weapon is knowledge, ingenuity, and an intelligent workforce above all: inventors, problem solvers, knowledge workers



Wealth & Power 

• Production (cultivation) of 
food => specialized labor 

• Specialization led to 
innovation: 
• Tools, materials, weapons 
• Writing (knowledge) 

• Food production allowed 
cities & dense populations 
• Societal organization 
• Disease 

 
The advantages in technology 
& organization allowed world 
dominance by a few societies 
that developed them early 2 
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There is enormous disparity of wealth and power in the worldHow did this disparity come to be? Why are we at the top right now?Diamond’s book on disparity emphasizes technology, societal organization, and biology (disease)Innovation in agriculture and animal husbandry (i.e. early research) reduces the labor needed to provide foodReduction of labor for subsistence allows time for specialization in labor & the invention of new technology:Tools (to aid labor)Weapons (guns) for both hunting and powerWriting (knowledge creation and dissemination)Increased food supply allows high-density living in citiesSocietal organizationDiseaseThe primary factor by which rich societies conquered poor societies was through disease, not the use of weapons.



Successful Societies 

• Innovation occurs from many 
individuals: 
• Competition to succeed 
• Opportunities to invent 
• Protection of the rewards 

• Top-down extractive 
societies fail; bottom-up 
rights-based societies 
succeed 
• USSR vs. USA 
• Monarchies vs. democracies 

 
Social organization drives 
innovation in technology which 
creates great disparities in 
wealth & power 3 
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But the technologies are available to many societies now. Why is the US different?“Why Nations Fail” proffers a complementary theory for the modern age (beyond comparison of hunter-gatherer and modern nations):Success requires constant innovation: if not moving forward, then others will quickly surpassInnovation occurs most rapidly by the efforts of many individuals driven by self-motivation (Adam Smith)Competition spurs effortOpportunities in society allow the best individuals to createRewards for creation must accrue to the individuals: extractive societies (like USSR, South American dictators) eventually stagnate and dieNoted examples: Argentina vs. US; Most African countries, South America under Spanish domination, most colonial statesThe primary key to successful innovation is to provide opportunity to self-interested individuals and get out of the way.This lesson is also true for national security:- Note the lesson of classified research in computers a few decades ago: could not keep up with the private sector (true for USSR as well => demise of USSR)



Wealth & Investment 
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The United States is the richest nation on Earth despite its modest size and populationUS spends as much on research as China, Japan, Germany, South Korea, and France combined.US outspends all the rest of the countries in the world combined.Research spending is enabled by wealth (GNP). As a fraction of our GNP, US research spending is about average.This spending is what will maintain our standard of living and national security in the future. 



Research & National Security 
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How does LDRD generate excellence in the mission of Los Alamos? Why is it essential to success?What is the overall strategic advantage of Los Alamos anyway?The strategic advantage of the national laboratories is a collection of elite innovators who can respond to emerging threats with solutions to problems we cannot foresee.Derivative: the labs as a collection must have very broad knowledge capabilities and a culture of innovation using the best elements of successful societies:CompetitionOpportunityRewardsThat is the essence of the LDRD program: to reinforce a culture of innovation and research in areas vital to protect wealth of our society



Elizabeth Hong-Geller: sRNA 
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For decades, control of cellular behavior was thought to be the exclusive purview of protein-based regulators. However, the recent discovery of sRNAs as a universal class of powerful RNA-based regulatory biomolecules has the potential to revolutionize our understanding of gene regulation in practically all biological functions. We will specifically focus on sRNA discovery in Yersinia pestis, the causative agent of plague, which is of great interest to the biodefense community. Y. pestis is categorized as a CDC Select Agent, signifying great potential risk for adverse impact on public health and national security, and thus represents a high-value target for biodefeat strategies. We will apply our sRNA discovery pipeline to a Grand Challenge in the public health arena: development of sRNAs as potential targets for antimicrobial design against infectious disease. Progress (see figure)In the first year of this project, we have made considerable progress in establishing the experimental and modeling pipelines to discover key small RNAs (sRNAs) that function in host-pathogen interactions (Figure 1).Future plans:(1) We will use bioinformatics tools to analyze novel sRNAs in Y. pestis from the ultra high-throughput deep sequencing efforts and downselect unique sRNAs for pipeline analysis by cell biology, imaging studies, and molecular modeling. (2) We will further analyze the miRNAs identified from the microarray work and perform gene knock-outs of key sRNAs (e.g. mir-146) in the host and pathogen to understand signaling function in immune response to infection. (3) We will develop cellular assays based on cytokine release, nitric oxide production and other host responses using high throughput, high content analysis to validate the identified sRNAs in host and pathogen with the sRNA knock-outs. (4) We will employ single cell and single molecule analysis to quantify mRNA targets of sRNAs and develop novel methods of imaging the very short 20 nucleotide sRNAs to build stochastic models to predict cellular behavior. (5) Finally, we will apply our high-performance computing and SHAPE chemical probing pipeline to model interactions between sRNAs identified from the sequencing efforts and small molecules with antibiotic potential. ConclusionThe innovation of our project lies in the translation of sRNA function discovery in high-risk pathogen infection into novel countermeasure strategies to target infectious disease. Since intensive efforts to develop new classes of antibiotics have proved to be elusive, there is a great mission need for novel approaches to design more effective antimicrobial therapies. We expect that successful execution of this project can increase the repertoire of potential targets to include sRNAs. Given the newly-discovered central role of sRNA in gene regulation, we are poised to deliver high-impact discoveries in molecular mechanisms of sRNA–mediated host-pathogen interactions and potentially, antimicrobial design.



Harshini Mukundan 1 
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October 19, 2012 
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Remember the importance of disease in the conquering of nations.Research in biology is one of the primary strengths of the national labs.Preventing national security threats of bioterrorism has the unique positive spinoff of improving health for the world’s population.This topic illustrates the dual use research in the defense of the nation and the world: fighting drug-resistant tuberculosis
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Steven P. Love: MMA filters 
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Figure 2. Achieving a full-frame programmable spectral imager, and comparison to earlier non-full-frame versions. (a) Simulated color image of a light bulb from our early, pre-LDRD, non-full-frame prototype, showing how a single narrow wavelength band programmed on the spectral selection array (MMA or LCD) is shifted with image position. (b) Actual color images from the new prototype programmable spectral imager illustrated in Figure 1. In each image, the LCD array is programmed for a single spectral band, corresponding to a visible color. Note that the color is the same throughout each image, demonstrating the lack of any significant spectral shift with image position.This project seeks to develop a powerful new class of programmable spectral imagers based on rapidly-addressable micro-mirror arrays. In the instruments, the micro-mirror array (MMA) and associated optics act as a rapidly-reconfigurable multi-band spectral filter wherein any combination of dozens or hundreds of spectral bands can be selected and used to form a chemical-specific image. This new capability opens up potential applications ranging from rapid broad-area search for proliferation telltales (with the time required to scan a given area reduced 2-3 orders of magnitude over traditional hyperspectral imagers), real-time medical imaging, spectral monitoring of rapid transients, spectrum-based tracking of vehicles and individuals, and (when coupled with the appropriate ultra-fast detector) ultra-fast spectral imaging on ns timescales.This new technology, by offering a 2- to 3-order-of-magnitude speed improvement over standard hyperspectral instrumentation, directly addresses the long-standing need for a broad-area search capability for the laboratory’s DOE proliferation detection remote sensing mission. The elimination of traditional HSI’s slow scanning also enables a range of more general military and national security missions, such as spectrally-based tracking of vehicles and real-time imaging of chemical agent plumes. Coupling with LANL developed high-speed imaging capabilities (e.g. the RULLI/ASPIRE program) would add an as yet unexplored spectral dimension to these technologies. These capabilities open up exciting new scientific missions as well, including ultra-fast spectral imaging of shock waves and explosions, planetary mineral and gas reconnaissance, spectral imaging for volcano monitoring, real-time medical imaging, and many others.
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Postdoc: Johnson 
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This project will help explain how black holes form and evolve in the Universe. Black holes play a critical role in the formation of the first stars and galaxies, and therefore underly many of the most important questions in modern astrophysics and cosmology. In short, if we want to understand why the night sky looks the way it does (full of stars and galaxies, of a certain characteristic shape and distribution), we need to understand when and where black holes form, and what happens to them.Future WorkDr. Johnson will collaborate closely with Dr. Daniel Holz and Dr. Chris Fryer to carry out demanding, state-of-the-art cosmological radiation hydrodynamic simulations of the formation and accretion of gas onto massive black holes in the earliest galaxies, taking into special account the propagation of the high energy radiation generated in the accretion process. He will make use of the tremendous computing resources at Los Alamos National Laboratory, as has been done by Dr. Fryer for his recent simulations of the evolution of the earliest stars, which incidentally will help to inform this study.



ChemCam 
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2012 (cycle 2) Competition – Scope and Overview 
 

Highlights from Cycle 1 (2009-2012)  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UC dedicates its entire net management fee income (total income – required expenses) to fostering research: collaborative projects between the UC and Lab researchers.



Net Fees Available:     ~$18M/yr ($54M/3yr)                                
   Proposal requests 2nd cycle: 
 490 proposals;  
 $520 M total ask; from $120K - $6M (for 3 years) 
 

6 Content Panels   Panel allocation: 
 Social Sci, Policy & Security Studies (25 apps): $1.4M  
 Biology, Biophysics & Bio-Engineering (94 apps): $8.7M 
 Earth, Environment & Energy (86 apps):  $6.3M 
 Chemistry, Chem Eng & Materials (86 apps): $7.5M 
 Engineering, Computer & Computational Sci (100): $7.2M 
 Physics, Nuclear, Astronomy & Astrophys (99): $8.0M 
 Large Proposal/Portfolio Review Panel (>~$500K/yr):   $14.8M 



  52 Proposals Awarded (10.6%) 
$53M in funding over 3 years (10.2%) 
 

# Awarded by Content Panel Area: 
 Social Sci, Policy & Security Studies    -  5 Proposals funded  
 Biology, Biophysics & Bio-Engineering   - 9 Proposals funded 
 Earth, Environment & Energy   - 8 Proposals funded 
 Chemistry, Chem Eng & Materials   - 11 Proposals funded 
 Eng, Computer & Computational Sci     - 10 Proposals funded 
 Physics, Nuclear, Astronomy & Astrophys  - 9 Proposals funded 

 
 Los Alamos funded collaborator: 25.5 proposals ($12.5M) 
 Livermore funded collaborator: 26.5 proposals ($7.65M) 

 
 
 



Project: Berkeley Nuclear Research Center 
$3.77 M  (3 years) 
Partners with both LLNL and LANL 
Graduate Student and PostDoc Training Opportunities 
Emphasizes nuclear research and policy, non-proliferation and threat reduction 
 
“With UC funding, The Center has created a pipeline of young people into the field 
of nuclear research; enabled joint positions for faculty to teach, conduct seminars, 
and mentor students both at the campus and in the lab; and develop national and 
international industry partnerships to pursue research projects and seminars.”  
 
 o PI: Jasmina Vujic, Ph.D., Department of Nuclear Engineering, UC Berkeley.  
 Project: Berkeley Nuclear Research Center  
 
   2010, PI awarded $25M from NNSA to broaden pipeline! 
 
 
 
 



External validation of LDRD research:  
“Excellent” to “Outstanding” 

Analysis of FY10 
project appraisals 
shows a mean rating 
of 4.25 

 



LDRD dominates high-impact papers 



LDRD’s Impact on Innovation 



The Wisdom of the Market 
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Research & the Future 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MessagesTo the LANL research community: use your imagination and don’t allow yourself to be limited by preconceived notions of what you can doTo LANL management: provide opportunity, reward success, don’t reward failure – but don’t punish it either Graphics: poor correlation between manager expectations and peer review; poor correlation between expectations and results; To public & government sponsors: understand that you and management are not sufficiently smart to know exactly what you want; be wise enough to support a system that produces excellence and innovation from which you can select the best that is produced “bottoms up.” 
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